The variational treatment of spin waves in the randomly diluted Heisenberg ferromagnet at zero temperature is studied. It is argued that a convenient variational principle for the excitation spectrum of an alloy is difficult to formulate rigorously. However, at extremely long wavelengths a simple variational calculatation probably has approximate validity providing localized excitations in isolated clusters of magnetic sites are excluded. Within the approximation which ignores this exclusion we obtain a second-order variational bound for the spin-wave energy which, unlike that found by Murray, is positive at all concentrations. Similar results for concentrations above the critical percolation concentration x p are obtained when the localized excitations are excluded in which case the restricted configuration averages can only be evaluated approximately. We point out that the critical concentration x c for the occurance of long-range order depends only on the properties of the infinite cluster. Thus the thermal stability of spin waves depends on the dimensionality of the infinite cluster. An argument is given to show that the infinite cluster is not one dimensional. The range of concentrations for which the infinite cluster is two dimensional is either nonexistent or small. We conclude, then, that x c is close, if not exactly equal, to x p . The condition for a discontinuity in T C (x) for x→x c is discussed in terms of a simple periodic model for dilution.
PHYSICAL REVIEW B VOLUME 8, NUMB and it is the purpose of the present paper to describe our work in more detail.
The most important difficulty with Murray's (2. 2b) where i(=e means that the site i is occupied in the configuration e. Except where specifically noted, we will treat only a simple cubic lattice. The quantities of interest will be averaged over all configurations, the configuration e having a probability x" @(I -x) " "~+, where N(8) (2. 5) and its transform Ge(r, r;~) = f G»»(r, i; r, t )e»"»» ' ' di (2. 6) Both these functions depend on the configuration 8 as is indicated by the subscript notation. After the configurational average is taken, one recovers translational invariance:
((G~(r, r; &o))) -=g"(r -r '; »d) so that one can write
The configurationally averaged spectral weight function p, (k, &»») is then given as p"(k, &d)=i[g, (k, »d+iO') -g, (k, &d -iO')] . (2 9) For the pure system, p, (k, »d) is a»} function at &u=E», =2x ) 
(2. 13) 
in terms of a contribution, g&c from isolated clusters, and one g&~f rom the infinite cluster.
For k«k, (x}, we have approximately
where the double prime indicates the imaginary part. Further, since y obeys the sum rule f X" (k, (u) 
x(1 -e' ' ). (3. 21) Taking the k 0 limit and using the fact that then T, fxk, we find that '' ) (1 -e o)(1 -e ''5 ) (3.28b) Td= Td=(2J'S/N x')x' (1 -x} (1 -2x) Z Z E Rg Rj'(1-e " F)(1 -e" '') (1 -e " '') (1-e" '') ff' r && (1 -e ' ' ' )(1 -e" ' ' ) 
Taking only terms even in all variables, we have -x 2 Td= Td=+2 JSk x(1, -e-"' )(1. -e'2 5)(1. -e ' "5')(1-e"5')(1-e '" ) (1 -e((' 5} (3 34a} 2 =-'~Sk'
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Collecting all the above results we have Finally, as mentioned earlier, we shall optimize the second-order result by replacing $, '@ by (1 -X) )I), ' " + X)t), '2), where X is a variational parameter. 4 The resulting trial energy E~~)(x, A) is then The deviation of the denominator from unity will be neglected, since it leads to corrections higher order in k, whence E, "(. , .) =&~~~a), (" 2 The evaluation of the first-order variational energy when localized excitations are excluded yields the following result:
(4. 5b) To evaluate the average, we need the correlated average ((p, p&) '=&+ 5 ((P,P&)) =x, otherwise (4. 6b) (4. 6c) where x& is the probability that if a spin belongs to the infinite cluster, a given neighboring site is occupied. Thus,
In Fig. 7 , we have given a schematic plot of x,.
We expect x& to be appreciably different from x only for x near xa. Substituting Eq. (4. 7) into Eq. (4. 5b), one obtains Ea"'(x) = 2 Jz8(1 -ya) x,. Fig. 8 and Table I , we would obtain the broken diagrams shown in Fig. 9 . Now we subtract the contribution of these broken diagrams, assumed to be determined previously, from the "primary" factor. The results of this procedure are shown in Table I where they are compared to the analogous results for the averages of p's, where the "primary" factor is x '. Using the computations in Table I, shown in Fig. 1 . For xj we simply used Fig. 7 which was drawn by fixing«& to be 2/z for x=«&, and to join smoothly to the curve x~=x. The answers were not sensitive to the details of this procedure.
Using the results given in Eqs. (4. 12) and (4. 13),
we have evaluated E, (x)", as given in Eq. (4. 4) and the result is plotted in Fig. 10 This result shows that loading the system by circuits that "do not lead anywhere" is at least partially responsible for 4 (x) vanishing for x-x~.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied spin waves in the diluted Heisenberg ferromagnet at zero temperature and have Tc(x) Tc(, '" ) (b, ) Whether or not T, ('&() is discontinuous at x =x, is shown to depend on the degree to which the infinite cluster is three dimensional. If the characteristic volume over which the infinite cluster is three dimensional becomes infinite as x -x" then T,(x) goes continuously to zero as &(-x,.
